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The processing and recording of hot checks has traditionally been a complicated manual job—an 
inefficient method that wastes time and manpower. Today, prosecutors need a software system 
that allows them to efficiently process hot check records by tracking, adding, and modifying 
defendant party and check record information—all within one comprehensive system.

Why Choose Odyssey Check Manager?
Odyssey Check Manager is designed to make the complicated manual processing of hot checks 
and hot check records obsolete. It provides court financial offices with a comprehensive system for 
adding, modifying, and reconciling records on hot checks and the defendants who write them. 
Check Manager tracks all hot check information—including restitution, merchant, and check 
fee assessments; payments; and credits applied—in an electronic till for secure and easy financial 
management. The convenient party matching system scans for duplicate entries to prevent 
redundant data entry. Plus, all hot check records have areas for complete and detailed case, party, 
and check information:

• Defendant party information including name, address, phone number, state ID, physical 
descriptors, registered sex offender status, and more

• Hot check record information including balances, charges, payments, credits, balances, 
disbursement, and escrow

• Events recorded as part of a check’s history

What’s more, users can create customizable reports, as well as warrant and check forms, utilizing 
Microsoft® Word. Leading technology allows for regularly requested reports to be “memorized,” 
so users can easily run the same report with having to complete all of the fields each time. Plus, 
users can submit or schedule reports to run on a specific date and time—reducing repetitive tasks  
that waste time.

Quick and Easy Access to Check Records
Navigation within Check Manager is intuitive because the Odyssey Suite was designed using 
familiar Web browser technology. And the Odyssey Assistant—Odyssey’s comprehensive user 
portal—is designed to streamline repetitive tasks, maximize efficiency, and organize complex data 
into useful information.

• Tabs for general and employment information, cases, jailings, checks, charging, warrants,  
and more for quick data input

• Use advanced or simple searches by check ID number, party information, merchant 
information, and more

• Scan a check directly into a MICR reader connected directly to your desktop for easy  
check recording

• Payment plan functionality allows users to establish a payment schedule for one or more checks

What’s more, the unique List Manager feature—configured to each county’s specific action 
needs—allows users to generate lists by check number, date, or status. Users can also perform 
batch actions such as adding check events, statuses, or flags, negating the time-consuming process 
of opening and updating each individual record, or even create and print letters or mailers.
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